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Off-Gas System Scale-Up of HIsarna Iron-Making
Process: A CFD-Based Approach

ASHKAN HOSSEINI, JOHANNES L.T. HAGE, ARJAN DUIKER, KOEN MEIJER,
TIM PEETERS, ERIK OFFERMAN, and YONGXIANG YANG

For all industrial applications, predicting system characteristics and behavior plays a vital role
before constructing costly and complex multi-physic systems. Correct and reliable predictions
become even more important once the aim is to go from small- to large-scale processes to
establish an industrial demonstrations. In this study, a CFD-based scale-up of HIsarna off-gas
system based on the Eulerian–Lagrangian approach is investigated and detailed step in scale-up
procedure is discussed. A three-dimensional CFD model is developed and validated based on
the available pilot scale data and used to design and scale up the post-combustion chamber (also
known as reflux chamber). Detailed kinetics for volumetric and gas–solid reactions are
incorporated in validated CFD model with a special attention to the wall boundary condition
and modeling. The effect of reflux chamber geometry, oxygen injection ports, oxygen injection
flowrate, isolation wall thickness, and inlet flue gas composition on different system
characteristics such as heat loss through the wall, CO–H2–carbon mixture conversion, flue
gas, and wall temperature are investigated. The aim of the scaled up geometry, like pilot scale, is
to achieve full combustion of unwanted species inside the reflux chamber to assure zero
emissions from the off-gas system. Compared to the pilot scale, the scaled up reflux chamber is
capable of handling and removing higher amount of unwanted species coming from the main
reactor and therefore lower CO–H2 and carbon particle emissions, mainly due to a larger size
which provides larger volume and residence time for volumetric and gas–solid reaction to
proceed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE goal of scale-up is to successfully produce a
desired product at a commercial scale[1] which indeed is
one of the most challenging engineering tasks. Moving
from one scale to another, one must understand how
size changes impact a number of physical and chemical
phenomena. This understanding is of outmost impor-
tance since similar yields and conversions need to be
achieved in both large and small scale. Therefore,
changing the construction and operating parameters

(during scale-up procedure) might be a necessary to
maintain the same achieved performance in smaller
scale.
Scale-up procedure usually starts from ‘‘laboratory

scale’’ (lab scale) in which fundamental questions about
the process, such as different phasic interactions, flow
properties, production efficiency, and so on are investi-
gated and feasibility of a process is determined. The
process then is scaled up to a ‘‘pilot scale,’’ to study
operational parameters and to avoid risk of direct
scaling to full scale. In some cases, before going to full
commercial scale, scale-up from pilot to ‘‘demonstration
scale’’ (demo scale) might be necessary. Compared to
pilot scale, demo scale closely resembles the equipment
and operating conditions of industrial scale which is the
final step in the scaling-up process. Within demo scale, it
is also possible to produce significant quantities of final
product for market testing to determine its success.
Finally, the industrial scale (commercial scale) is con-
structed by using research findings and operational
experience from previous scales.
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Scaling-up procedure becomes even more important
for new emerging and low-carbon technologies which
are mostly at their early stage of development. Iron
and steel production industry is one of the sectors
with the largest CO2 footprint. The main route to
produce and meet the steel market need is through
blast furnace technology. Via this technology, every
ton of produced steel emitted on average 1.85 tons of
carbon dioxide from 2018 to 2020. In 2020, with total
production of 1,860 million tonnes of steel, total direct
emissions from this sector were of the order of 2.6
billion tonnes, representing 7 to 9 pct. of global
anthropogenic CO2 emissions. If we counted the
emissions of the steel industry as if it were a nation,
it would rank the 5th largest CO2-producing nation in
the world.[2–4]

There is a growing interest in developing innovative
ways of steel production to meet CO2 and other
pollutant emission requirements. Among them, HIsarna
process has drawn researchers and investors’ attention
and shown promising results to be fully scaled up to
industrial scale.

The process is a combination of the Cyclone Con-
verter Furnace (CCF) and the HIsmelt technology. The
main reactor, off-gas system, and other upstream
components are shown in Figure 1.

Via this new route, it is possible to produce hot iron
directly from coal and dine iron ore. Therefore, the
intermediate process of coking and sintering step are
eliminated which inherently lead to a 20 pct reduction of
CO2 emission. Further CO2 emission reduction, up to 80
to 90 pct, can be achieved by incorporating carbon
capture technologies.

The main reactor can be divided into two sections.
Fine iron ore and oxygen are injected into the CCF. The
oxygen combusts the CO–H2 mixture coming from
CCF to provide enough heat to pre-reduce and melt the
fine ore particles. The molten particles hit the wall and
create a molten film which drips into the SRV where
final reduction step to pure iron takes place via reacting
with the injected coal into the slag. The outlet gas from
CCF mainly is a mixture of CO2–H2O–N2 with small
amount of CO, H2, O2, and carbon particles which enter
the off-gas system for post-combustion as will be
discussed in Section II.
The current HIsarna plant is built in pilot scale,

capable of producing 60,000 tons hot metal per year
(thm/yr) in the IJmuiden Works of Tata Steel Europe in
2010 and since that time, it has been under development
toward industrial demonstration. The scale-up of this
pilot plant to demo and industrial scale will be built in
Jamshedpur, India, with a capacity of 400,000 thm/year
and 1 million thm/year, respectively. Figure 2 shows
schematic view of the main reactor for different scales.
Traditionally, dimensionless numbers and experimen-

tal correlations have been utilized for sizing of a scaled
unit. However, using traditional methods requires
extrapolating beyond the experimental dataset which is
complex and time-consuming due to the high non-lin-
earity in correlations.[5] Furthermore, using correlations
will not always end with the expected results (similar
operation and yield).[1]

With developments in high-performance computation
capabilities, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have
become a good alternative to the dimensionless num-
ber-based design and scale-up. Detailed phenomenon

Fig. 1—Schematic overview of the HIsarna pilot plant main components.
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can be implemented in CFD models with which the
scale-up calculation can be performed much easier and
more effective in comparison with the traditional
ways.[1,5]

There are quite number of CFD-assisted scale-up
studies in literatures for different processes such as
fermentation,[6–8] coal combustion, gasification and
burners,[9–12] bioreactors and bubble columns,[1,5,13–16]

gas cleaning and upgrading,[17,18] spouted and fluidized
beds,[11,19,20] and crystallization reactors.[21]

To mention few, Azuhata et al.[9] have performed a
CFD-based analysis of a coal burner to scale up from
laboratory to pilot scale with 25 times higher coal feed
rate. They have developed and validated a base model
using laboratory data and modeled the pilot cases to
evaluate the performance and the gaseous composition
profiles. According to derived results, for coal combus-
tors, determining mixing times of oxidant with fuel is a
major challenge in scale-up process.

In another study, Singh et al.[10] have used laboratory
data of gas–solid vortex reactor to developed and use a
CFD model for scale-up purpose. A geometrical opti-
mization is performed by investigating the effect of
length to diameter ratio on solid loading capacity and
particle loss in the reactor.

Biglari et al.[12] have performed scale-up of a
small-scale fluidized bed gasifier using both CFD and
dimensionless numbers and reported accurate prediction
of hydrodynamics and pressure drop using CFD mod-
els. Important design and operation parameters such as
minimum fluidization velocity and solid velocity are
accurately predicted and they have reported higher
efficiency and robustness of CFD models compared to
dimensionless numbers for scaling-up procedure.

Cui et al.[11] have performed CFD modeling of
circulating fluidized bed (CFB) for laboratory, pilot,
and industrial scale. Their main focus was on flow
dynamics, angles of furnace, gas–solid flow interaction,
combustion and heat transfer characteristics, and more
importantly the effect of scale on gas emission and boiler
efficiency. As the scale of the boiler is increased, lower
emissions of CO, NOx, and SO2 are predicted. On the
other hand, carbon conversion and combustion effi-
ciency are reduced for industry-scale boiler with lower
thermal input.
Ali et al.[13] have investigated the role of CFD

modeling for scaling up the sparger of a photo biore-
actor. To develop their pilot scale CFD model, they
have incorporated detailed algal growth kinetic to study
and optimize the sparger parameters such as number
and diameter of holes and gas flow rate. The final design
and scale-up correlations are proposed based on the
effect of studied parameters on generated bubble volume
fraction, average light intensity, friction velocity, power
input, and biomass concentration.

II. CASE STUDY

In this section, the case study of HIsarna off-gas
system is described in details. For the pilot scale, a CFD
mode is developed for the whole off-gas system. A
special attention is paid to the correct modeling of the
walls which has a different geometry in pilot and
industrial scale. It is quite important to develop a
general procedure to design and to correctly predict the
necessary thermophysical properties of the wall which
will be used as input for the CFD models. The same
model is used for scaling up to the industrial scale of the
reflux chamber section.

A. Off-Gas System Components and Reflux Chamber

In Figure 3, a schematic view of HIsarna off-gas
system is depicted in details. It is divided into four
parts namely ‘‘Reflux Chamber,’’ ‘‘Air Quench,’’ ‘‘Up
Leg,’’ and ‘‘Down Leg’’ with hot gas entering the
reflux chamber which is right above the CCF. Oxygen
is injected through a port to burn CO–H2 mixture and
carbon particles in the flue gas. Due to exothermic
reactions, the temperature of the hot flue gas raises
even higher. The gas then enters the air quench
section where air is injected to rapidly quench the flue
gas to reach an appropriate temperature for further
cleaning and treatment process such as dust capturing
and sulfur removal.
In special cases where further temperature reduction

is required, a set of blast atomizer is activated to inject
water (with nitrogen as carrier gas) to perform evapo-
rative cooling. The flue gas ultimately enters the gas
cooler from ‘‘Point D.’’
In current operation, the temperature is measured at

points A, B, and D; however, the gas composition is
available only at points A and D. These measurements
are used for model validation.

Fig. 2—Scaled up scheme of main reactor and reflux chamber for
pilot, demo, and industrial scale.
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B. Off-Gas System Walls

The walls of the off-gas system are made of welded
steel pipes in circular pattern forming a cooling jacket as
shown in Figure 4(a). Cooling water is running through
the pipes to maintain proper wall temperature during
the operation. The cooling pipes are covered by a
uniform layer of refractory material with a very low
thermal conductivity to prevent the pipes from melting
due to a very high temperature of the flue gas. Above the
reflux chamber, the cooling pipes are bare and without
refractory coating. Rows of anchors are placed on each
cooling pipe inside the reflux chamber, to firmly hold
refractory material as shown in Figure 4(a). The original
average thickness of fresh refractory layer for pilot plant
is 49.5 mm which is 1 cm above the anchor tips. In
long-term operations, the thickness of refractory mate-
rial is reduced due to erosions and thermal stresses.

Along with this, the escaped molten iron ore particles
from CCF create accretion and build up on some part of
the refractory, making the behavior of the reflux
chamber wall more complicated compared to the rest
of the off-gas system.
Figure 4(b) shows the reflux chamber walls (used wall

or non-fresh wall) near the oxygen lance during 2020
inspection. Based on the observations near the reflux
chamber inlet where the temperature is the highest, the
erosion is to a point that the tip of the anchors becomes
visible. The averaged refractory thickness is determined
to be between 32 and 38 mm with data obtained from
laser measurement at different cross sections which are
lower than the original fresh wall thickness (49.5 mm).
The details of the measurements are not presented in
this paper. This change in thickness must be take into
account during CFD modeling as it determines the heat

Fig. 3—(a) Pilot scale off-gas system components and data acquisition points (point A: reflux chamber outlet, Point B: end of up leg, Point C:
3 m above water quench atomizers, Point D: exit to gas cooler) and (b) reflux chamber dimensions (see Table VIII for the lables).
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loss through the walls and predicted temperature profile
and corresponding composition profiles. Considering
inaccurate thickness and wall properties might lead to
wrong temperature and composition profile predictions.

III. SCALE-UP PROCEDURE

The scale-up process in this study can be divided into
following steps:

� A CFD model is developed for pilot scale by con-
sidering the whole off-gas geometry and implementing
all possible phenomena and detailed wall modeling.

� The model is validated using measured temperature,
heat loss, and composition at different points.

� Inlet condition for industrial scale is available from
predictions of scaled up CCF model. Using the inlet
condition, the oxygen required for full combustion of
coal and CO–H2 mixture is calculated

� The wall properties such as thermal conductivity,
density, heat capacity, and thickness are determined
via FEM analysis by considering proper cooling pipe
diameter, anchor length, and refractory thickness

� The final geometry is proposed using the defined
boundary conditions and the validated CFD model.
The geometry then is modified to meet the hydrody-
namic requirements.

� A sensitivity analysis is performed to make sure that
the proposed design can meet the requirement for
various operating conditions.

In following sections, all of the mentioned steps above
will be discussed in details.

A. CFD Modeling and Validation of Pilot Case

Detailed discussion on governing equations, mesh,
boundary conditions, and software settings for CFD
model development of pilot scale off-gas system is
presented in another study.[22] However, to make this
research paper stand out independent and more com-
prehensive, a quick review of the model development
and governing equations are mentioned in the follow-
ings. The same governing equations and solution
procedure is applied for the industrial scale CFD
models.

1. Governing equations
The main solved equations are listed in Table I. All of

the equations, definitions, and constants are taken from
Ansys Fluent Theory Guide.[23] To obtain pressure,
velocity and density field continuity (1) and momentum
(2) equations are solved first.
To include the effect of turbulent flow, Realizable k-e

Model is utilized and transport equations for k (3) and e
(4) are solved. As mentioned before, the inlet flue gas is
at high temperature which creates a considerable tem-
perature gradient with the cooling walls. In such systems
with high flow temperature and/or with high tempera-
ture difference between gas flow and solid surfaces, the
effective of radiative heat transfer cannot be ignored.
Discrete ordinate model (6) is considered to include the
effect of radiation in the source term of the energy
Eq. (5) for correct prediction of heat fluxes and tem-
perature profile. A composition-dependent absorption
coefficient model, known as weighted-sum-of-gray-gases
model (WSGGM), is used instead of constant absorp-
tion coefficients. We would like to refer readers to
References 16 through 19 for more details on absorption
coefficients for gray gases. Species transport Eq. (7) is
solved to acquire composition distribution in the off-gas
system. In reactive flow, the source term Ri is calculated
based on the turbulence interaction models. In this
study, eddy dissipation concept (EDC) model[4] is
considered for source term calculations in species
transport equation.
Particle behavior (for carbon and water liquid parti-

cles) is modeled using the discrete phase method (DPM)
(8). Detailed kinetic mechanism proposed by Cuoci
et al.[5] is used for CO–H2 mixture combustion and
carbon is combusted through the kinetic data and
expressions proposed by Wen et al.[6] Liquid droplets
evaporation is modeled using convection/diffusion sub-
model as written in Eq. (9).

Fig. 4—(a) Reflux chamber cooling jacket and fresh refractory layer;
(b) Reflux chamber refractory layer after operation (inspection
2021).
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Finite element analysis is used to determine the
thermal conductivity of the reflux chamber walls which
can be considered as a composite with refractory
material as matrix and anchors as fillers. The temper-
ature field across the wall is calculated using the
three-dimensional heat transport equation as stated
Eq. (12). The utilized approach to calculate wall thermal
conductivity is discussed in details in Section III–B–3.

2. Geometry, mesh, and boundary conditions
The pilot scale geometry of the whole off-gas system is

shown in Figure 3. The geometry is meshed with
polyhedral cells with cell size of 40, 30, and 50 mm for
reflux chamber, air quench, and up/down leg region,
respectively, with total of 2.4 million cells. A sampled
meshed region of the off-gas system is shown in
Figure 5. The same mesh size is used for the industrial
case.
Table II summarizes the inlet condition for pilot scale

CFD model which is taken from the plant
measurements.

Table I. Governing Equations and Sub-models for CFD Modeling of HIsarna Off-Gas System

Name Main Equation
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Fig. 5—Polyhedral cells used for CFD calculations—around the air
quench region.
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For inlet boundary condition, a non-uniform species
profiles are used (see Reference 22). In CCF section, the
oxygen is injected via tilted injectors creating a swirl flow
which is conveyed into the reflux chamber. To take into
account the swirl effect, fixed swirl number of 0.6 is
considered by defining radial and axial component for
the inlet flow of the off-gas system. The flowrate of
carbon particles is considered to be 0.0282 kg/s with
uniform particle size of 120 lm. The diameter of water
droplets is also considered uniform and equal to 90 lm
and is injected with a velocity of 25 m/s.

Considering detailed geometry of the wall and includ-
ing anchors (shown in Figure 4) will lead to a very fine
mesh which in turn increases the computational cost. So
in this study, the walls are not directly resolved and are
modeled using ‘‘shell conduction’’ approach. In this
approach, the wall details and thickness are not included
in the geometry and the solver automatically grows a
layer of prism or hex cells for the wall and conduction
heat transfer equation is solved in all directions for the
virtual cells. It is possible to consider different layers for
the walls with specified thickness and thermophysical
properties. Based on the assigned properties, appropri-
ate thermal resistance across the wall thicknesses is
imposed and wall conduction is taken into account.

As mentioned before, the reflux chamber walls are
made of pipes with anchors (steel material) and a
refractory layer applied on top of them [Figure 6(a)].
Above the reflux chamber, the walls are only made of
bare steel pipes.

To obtain the properties of different wall layers for
shell conduction modeling, the wall is simplified as
shown in Figure 6(b). The first layer is indeed an
equivalent wall representing pure refractory with

embedded anchors. The second layer represents the
cooling pipe wall thickness (5 mm thickness) with
thermal and physical properties of the steel.
As discussed in brief, the properties of equivalent wall

are calculated by considering it as a composite wall of
matrix (refractory material) and fillers (anchors)
through detailed geometry and FEM analysis. The
equivalent wall properties depend on refractory and
steel anchors properties and also the thickness of the
refractory layer. According to the plant inspections and
FEM calculations, the effective (average) refractory
thickness is determined to be 37 mm for current plant
data. This thickness is lower than the original refractory
thickness of 49.5 mm which was applied during the
construction. More detailed discussion on FEM analysis
can be found in Section III–B–3 and another study by
the same authors.[24] The properties of the pure refrac-
tory material (Calde Stix 151), steel (P235GH-TC1), and
refractory equivalent wall which is obtained based on
the FEM analysis are reported in Table III.
The outer layer of the pipe wall is considered to be in

touch with cooling water (pressure: 1 bar). The heat
transfer coefficients of water side are calculated for each
cooling stack (shown in Figure 3) according to Pak and
Cho relation.[25] The average temperature and heat
transfer coefficient are assigned as follows: stack 1:
314 K and 5000 w/m2-K; stack 2 and 3: 307 K and 4500
w/m2-K; stack 4: 314.5 and 4000 w/m2-K.

3. Model validation
Figure 7 shows the predicted temperature and com-

positions profile and as can be seen, the predictions are
in fair agreement with the measured data.

Table II. Inlet Boundary Conditions for CFD Model Setup

Reflux Chamber Air Quench Oxygen Port Nitrogen Ports Water Spray

Inlet Temperature (K) 2086 293 293 293 293
Inlet Mass Flowrate (kg/s) 4.33 3.69 0.27 0.205 0.45
Composition – Average Mole Fraction
CO 0.0261 0 0 0 0
CO2 0.61 0.0003 0 0 0
H2 0.002 0 0 0 0
O2 0 0.21 0.995 0 0
N2 0.166 0.78 0.005 1 0
H2O 0.2 0.012 0 0 1
Post-Combustion Ratio (PCR) 96.63 pct — — — —

Fig. 6—Schematic representation of (a) detailed reflux chamber wall and (b) equivalent simplification.
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Table IV. Inlet Condition for Pilot and Industrial Scale

Pilot Industrial

Operating Condition
Temperature [K] 2086.15 1891
Flue Gas Mass Flow [kg/s] 4.326 65.63
Carbon Mass Flow [kg/s] 0.0283 0.082
Carbon Particle Diameter [lm] 120 120
Inlet Diameter [m] 3.15 1.15
Operating Pressure [Pa] 100,925 181,297

Gas Composition
CO 0.0261 0.157
CO2 0.6065 0.503
H2 0.002 0.0165
O2 0 0
N2 0.166 0.103
H2O 0.1995 0.22
Sum 1.0001 0.9995
PCR 96.63 pct 80.65 pct

Table V. Cooling Water Operating Condition for Both
Scales

Parameter Pilot Industrial

Temperature [K] 313 (40 �C) 473 (200 �C)
Pressure [bar] 1 18
Density [kg/m3] 992 860
Viscosity [Pa. s] 6.53 9 10–4 1.37 9 10–4

Heat Capacity [J/kg. K] 4183 4500
Thermal Conductivity [W/m. K] 0.629 0.657
Velocity [m/s] 1 1
Pipe Diameter [m] 0.028 0.08
Re 42,562 502,189
Pr 4.34 0.938
Nu 232 836
h [W/m2. K] 5,000 6,800

Fig. 7—(a) Predicted temperature and (b) composition profile vs plant measurements.

Table III. Material Properties for FEM and CFD Analysis

Material

Density
[Kg/
m3]

Thermal Conductivity
[W/m. K]

Heat Capacity [J/kg.
K]

Thickness
[mm]

Pure Refractory (Calde Stix
151)

2200
k ¼ �0:0099� T K½ � þ 59:7019273 � T � 370

�0:0425� T K½ � þ 71:7876370<T � 673

� 900 —

Steel (P235GH-TC1) 7850 k ¼ 0:00025� T K½ � þ 0:801751073 � T � 1273
0:0007� T K½ � þ 0:22891273<T � 2273

�
461 5

Refractory Equivalent Wall* 3010 3.65 836 37

*For pilot scale case.
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The calculated heat loss through the walls in MW is
3.92 (measured: 3.9; error: 0.5 pct), 4.85 (measured: 5.4;
error: 10 pct) and 8.7 (measured: 8.7; error: 6.5 pct) for
reflux chamber, rest of the off-gas, and the whole off-gas
system, respectively.

The developed model is used to investigate different
parameters in pilot scale and the results are discussed in
details in other studies.[22,26] The same model will be
used to design the industrial scale reflux chamber.

B. Industrial Scale Modeling

1. Inlet boundary condition
Table IV shows the inlet condition for pilot and

industrial scale. Since there are no measurements
available, the industrial inlet conditions are taken from
the predicted outlet condition of the available CFD
models for industrial scale CCF. The detail of CCF
modeling is not mentioned in this paper. The operating
pressure for industrial case is higher to avoid extremely
large geometries.

2. Oxygen injection calculations
Using the available inlet conditions, the necessary

stoichiometric oxygen to fully burn the unwanted
species (CO–H2–Carbon mixture) can be easily calcu-
lated by considering the following global reactions:

H2 þ 0:5O2 ! H2O ½13�

COþ 0:5O2 ! CO2 ½14�

CþO2 ! CO2 ½15�
For industrial case, a stoichiometric oxygen would be

5.7 kg/s (0.11 kg/s for pilot scale). An excess ratio of 4 is
used for final oxygen injection flowrate similar to the
pilot scale. Considering this access ratio, oxygen

Fig. 9—(a) Unit cell geometry and (b) thermal boundary conditions for FEM analysis of unit cell for pilot scale (Color figure online).

Fig. 8—Cooling pipe, anchors, and refractory wall depiction for
pilot and industrial scale.
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flowrate of 28.5 kg/s is calculated for the industrial
scale. This value is used to develop the base model and
afterward is optimized with a step-wise oxygen reduc-
tion to see the effect on the unwanted species removal
inside the reflux chamber.

3. Wall design
For industrial scale, the cooling pipes that make up

the cooling jacket have an inner dimeter (ID) of 80 mm
and pipe wall thickness of 6 mm which is larger than
that of pilot scale (ID: 28 mm, thickness 5 mm). In pilot
scale, the cooling water is at atmospheric pressure with
an average temperature of 313 K (40 �C), while pres-
surized water will be used for industrial scale due to
much higher heat losses to the cooling circuit. The

cooling water pressure is kept at 18 bar with an average
temperature of 473 K (200 �C). This will change the
properties of water and, accordingly, the convective heat
transfer coefficient which determines the heat pickup
capacity by the water. The thermophysical properties of
water are obtained based on the equation of state and
relations proposed by Wagner et al.[27] and Huber
et al.[28,29] which can be easily accessed and calculated
through NIST online calculator[30] for different temper-
ature and pressure. Heat transfer coefficients of cooling
water are calculated according to Pak and Cho rela-
tion[25] and reported in Table V for both scales.
The other important parameter is determination of

effective properties of the equivalent wall discussed in
Section III–B–2 and depicted in Figure 6. From the
study of several parameters and conditions, the thermal
conductivity has been found to be the driving physical
parameter in thermal exchanges.[31] So it is quite crucial
to obtain a proper values for thermal conductivities of
the equivalent wall. Figure 8 shows the schematic view
of pipe, anchors, and refractory wall with their respec-
tive dimensions for pilot and industrial scale.
The anchor dimension and geometry are considered

to be the same for both scales. The wall thickness are
represented with two variables: tip thickness (‘‘d’’),
which refers to the wall thickness from the anchor base,
and base thickness ‘‘D,’’ which is the thickness from the
middle of the cooling pipe. The tip thickness is the same
for both pilot and industrial case. However, the base
thickness is thicker for the industrial case since more
refractory material is required to cover the cooling
pipes. For FEM analysis, a symmetrical unit cell with
surface thermal boundary conditions depicted in Fig-
ure 9 is used.
From FEM thermal analysis, it is possible to deter-

mine the heat flux through the unit cell and average
temperature of the surfaces. The effective thermal
conductivity of equivalent wall is calculated as follows:

Table VI. FEM Results for Pilot and Industrial Scale

d [mm] 25* 30 35 40 45 50

Industrial Scale
HF (kW/m2) 66.3 45.7 38.4 34.1 30 26.9
Tc [K] 482.5 480.78 479.62 479 478 477.5
Th [K] 1402.2 1449.8 1481.6 1503 1523.2 1543
deff [mm] 46 51 56 61 66 71
keff [W/m. K] 3.31 2.4 2.15 2.1 1.9 1.79
qeff [kg/m3] 2648 2600 2562 2533 2503 2471

Cpeff [J/kg. K] 865 869 872 874 876 879
Pilot scale
HF (kW/m2) 115 72.5 57.3 48.3 42 37.1
Tc [K] 332.6 328.66 325.5 323.5 322 321
Th [K] 1257.64 1322.6 1386.5 1430.4 1462.5 1487
deff [mm] 34.5 39.5 44.5 49.5 54.5 59.5
keff [W/m. K] 4.29 2.88 2.4 2.16 2 1.89
qeff [kg/m3] 3251 3136 3044 2970 2907 2855
Cpeff [J/kg. K] 818 827 834 840 845 849

*Bare anchors.

Fig. 10—Effective thermal conductivity of equivalent wall with
respect to refractory layer thickness for pilot and industrial scale.
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keff¼
HF

Th � Tc
:deff ½16�

deff is the average thickness of the refractory which is
equal to dþD

2 . In this calculation, the thickness of the
cooling pipe is not included in deff and is directly mod-
eled in CFD (second layer in shell conduction
approach). Effective densities and heat capacities of
the equivalent wall are calculated using mixing law
and based on the anchor and refractory mass fractions
as follows:

qeff ¼ manchorqanchor þmrefractoryqrefractory

cpeff ¼ manchorcpanchor þþmrefractorycprefractory ½17�

The obtained values from FEM analysis and effective
properties for different tip thickness (‘‘d’’) are reported
in Table VI and effective thermal conductivity is plotted
in Figure 10 for both scales and for different ‘‘d’’ values.
It is worth mentioning that in case with d = 25 mm, the
thickness of the refractory material is lower than the
length of the anchors and their tips become visible.

As it can be seen, the effective thermal conductivity
for equivalent wall of the industrial scale is lower than
the pilot case for the same ‘‘d’’ value. The reason is
smaller anchor size with respect to pipe dimeter and also
higher volume fraction of refractory material in indus-
trial scale wall.
This is an important finding and it reveals that the

same wall boundary condition cannot be used for
different scales and wall properties must be calculated
through detailed analysis and by considering detailed
geometry and correct thermal boundary conditions.

4. Industrial scale model summary
The summary of boundary conditions for industrial

scale ‘‘base model’’ is reported in Table VII. The same
mesh size is used to create computational grid for the
scaled up reflux chamber which generates a computa-
tional grid with 2.2 million cells (450 thousand cells for
pilot scale reflux chamber).
All included models such as radiation, turbulence,

chemistry, and kinetics are the same as discussed in
Section III–A–1.
The simulations are steady state with second-order

upwind scheme to discretize the conservation equations.
All simulations are performed for 2000 iterations to
achieve a convergence criterion of 10�4 for the relative
error between two successive iterations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Geometry and Oxygen Injectors

In pilot scale, the oxygen is injected through a single
injector with a diameter of 3 cm. This diameter is
suitable enough to reach a tip velocity of 200 m/s. It is
desired to keep the injection Mach number lower than
0.5 for the industrial scale. The initial diameter for a
single injector is determined to be 27.5 cm to keep the
Mach number low. However, this dimeter is quite large

Table VII. Summary of Boundary Conditions for Industrial Scale Base Model

Inlet Conditions Reported in Table IV

Oxygen Injection [kg/s] 28.5
Wall layer properties
First Layer (Equivalent wall)
Effective Wall Thickness [mm] 61 (d = 40)
Effective Thermal Conductivity [W/m K] 2.1
Effective Density [kg/m3] 2533
Effective heat capacity [J/kg K] 874
Second Layer (Steel Pipe Wall)
Wall Thickness [mm] 6

Thermal Conductivity [W/m K] k ¼ 0:00025� T K½ � þ 0:801751073 � T � 1273
0:0007� T K½ � þ 0:22891273<T � 2273

�

Density [kg/m3] 7850
Heat Capacity [J/kg K] 461

Cooling Water Properties
Heat Transfer Coefficient [W/m2. K] 6800
Average Temperature [K] 473

Table VIII. Pilot and Final Industrial Scale Dimension (see
Fig. 3b for Labels)

Dimension Pilot Industrial

D1 [m] 1.15 3.15
D2 [m] 1.39 3.15
L1 [m] 2.82 4
L2 [m] 4 9.5
L3 [m] 2.8 6.85
a 7� 7�
Oxygen Port Diameter [m] 0.03 0.14
Number of Oxygen Injector 1 4
Inner Wall Surface Area [m2] 42 208.5
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for a single injector and might be difficult to install and
maintain during the operation. So for industrial scale,
the same oxygen amount is injected by higher number of
smaller injectors. Based on the hydrodynamic analysis, 4
injectors with dimeter of 14 cm is considered for final

design. Using the same hydrodynamic analysis, the
initial horizontal length (L2 dimension in Figure 3) of
the reflux chamber is varied to determine the best length.
The determination is based on the oxygen and flue gas
streamlines to have minimum recirculation inside the

Fig. 11—Temperature and composition contours and corresponding profiles below each contour (Color figure online).
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reflux chamber and also avoiding oxygen jet to hit the
walls. The final dimension for industrial scale is reported
in Table VIII with labels shown in Figure 3.

B. Base Model

Figure 11 shows the temperature, composition con-
tour, and profile along the reflux chamber length. The
profiles are plotted as average value over a cross section,
swept along centerline of the system (length).

The amount of CO and H2 is slightly increased before
the oxygen injection point (length: 4.4 m). This is mainly
due the CO production from carbon gasification with
H2O-CO2 mixture and also CO2–H2O dissociation into
CO and H2. Over the same length, the temperature
decreases with a constant pace mainly due to heat losses
through the wall, endothermic dissociation of CO2 and
H2O, and endothermic gasification of carbon with
H2O-CO2 mixture. Then, there is a sharp increase in
oxygen concentration where oxygen is injected in the
reflux chamber with a severe drop in local temperature.
Due to the combustion of CO and H2, oxygen content is
reduced and temperature is increased and becomes
constant after the second bent. The wall temperature is
almost constant up to the oxygen injection zone and is

increased without noticeable drop. This is because the
oxygen is injected in the centerline of the reflux chamber
and it is not uniformly spread in the cross sections. This
leads to much lower local flow temperature in the middle
of the cross sections and higher wall temperature (a near
wall) around the oxygen injection zone. The total heat

Fig. 13—Effect of temperature on CO conversion of a batch model
analysis.

Fig. 12—Effect of oxygen reduction on CO conversion and temperature profile along and at the outlet of the reflux chamber; (a) CO conversion;
(b) flow temperature; (c) reflux chamber outlet CO conversion; (d) reflux chamber outlet temperature; (e) reflux chamber wall heat loss.
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Fig. 15—Effect of wall thickness reduction on CO conversion and temperature profile along and at the outlet of the reflux chamber; (a) flow
temperature; (b) film temperature; (c) reflux chamber wall temperature; (d) reflux chamber outlet CO conversion; (e) reflux chamber outlet
temperature; (f) reflux chamber wall heat loss.

Fig. 14—Carbon particle track for different oxygen reduction cases; (a) 0 pct reduction; (b) 20 pct reduction; (c) 40 pct reduction; (d) 60 pct
reduction (Color figure online).
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flux follows the same exact trend as wall temperature
and is sharply increased at the combustion region
between the two bent. With the current design and
operating conditions, full combustion of CO–H2–car-
bon mixture is achieved in a short length of the reflux
chamber.

C. Effect of Oxygen Injection and Optimization
of Post-combustion

The calculated oxygen flowrate of 28.5 kg/s is based
on the access ratio of 4, similar to pilot case, to assure
full combustion of all unwanted species. A set of
simulations are performed to investigate the effect of
the oxygen flowrate reduction (20 pct reduction inter-
vals) on CO–H2–carbon mixture combustion. Figure 12
shows the effect of this reduction on CO conversion and
temperature profile inside the reflux chamber. Conver-
sion of unwanted species is calculated as:

conversion ¼
m

	

inletð Þ �m
	

atanylocationð Þ
m

	
inletð Þ

½18�

As can be seen, the profiles follow a similar trend as
discussed before. Oxygen reduction has a negative effect
on CO conversion for two main reasons. Firstly,
reducing oxygen will reduce the amount and penetration
of oxygen inside the flue gas which in turn reduces the
conversion of unwanted species. Secondly, since oxygen
is injected at room temperature, it has considerable local
cooling effect thus reducing the injection, which
increases the flu gas temperature. As can be seen, the
temperature at the injected point is considerably reduced

at higher oxygen injection flowrates. Increasing temper-
ature has a negative effect on CO–H2 combustion. To
investigate this effect in more details, a Chemkin�
analysis is performed using the same kinetic data used in
CFD models.
A mixture with the same components reported in

Table IV (industrial scale inlet) is considered for a batch
reactor model analysis at different initial mixture tem-
perature. Figure 13 shows CO conversion and final
temperature of the mixture for different initial temper-
ature. As can be seen, the conversion is zero below
850 K which is auto-ignition point of the specified
mixture. By increasing the initial temperature, both
conversion and final temperature are increased; how-
ever, further increase in initial and final temperature will
lead to a lower CO conversion as CO2 start to dissociate
into CO mainly through thermal dissociation and
reverse water gas shift reactions. As it is evident, after
a certain temperature, negative conversion is predicted
which means net production of CO inside the mixture.
With this analysis, it is clear now reducing the oxygen

increase the flue gas temperature which in turn can
reduce the CO conversion. So increase in temperature is
not always beneficial for CO–H2 removal and there is an
optimum temperature range for full conversion of those
species.
Figure 14 shows the carbon particle tracks colored by

particle diameter for different oxygen reduction cases.
Reducing the injection can reduce the carbon conversion
inside the reflux chamber. However, for the current
design, even for highest considered oxygen reduction,
negligible amount of carbon emission is predicted. On
the other hand, the full carbon conversion inside the

Fig. 16—Effect of inlet CO content on CO conversion and temperature profile along and at the outlet of the reflux chamber; (a) flow
temperature; (b) reflux chamber wall temperature; (c) CO flow rate; (d) reflux chamber outlet CO conversion; (e) reflux chamber outlet
temperature; (f) reflux chamber wall heat loss.
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reflux chamber for pilot scale could not be achieved
(maximum: 50 to 70 pct) even for highest oxygen
injection excess ratio. The reason is less available length
and volume in pilot geometry which provides less
residence time for carbon particles inside the reflux
chamber to fully react with oxidants.

Oxygen reduction has a negligible effect on the heat
loss through the wall and it is slightly increased by
reducing the oxygen injection which is linked to the flow
temperature increase.

According to pilot plant data, emissions from reflux
chamber can be still removed in air quench section of the
off-gas (above the reflux chamber) where the tempera-
ture is still high. However, the aim is to achieve full
removal of unwanted species inside the reflux chamber
as there is a risk of temperature reduction below the
auto-ignition point of the gaseous mixture above the air
quench section. Moreover, since there will be an
integrated heat exchanger to recover het from the whole
off-gas system, it is desired to recover heat mostly from
high-temperature zones like reflux chamber. So full
combustion of the CO–H2 and carbon particles inside
the reflux chamber is beneficial to heat recovery effi-
ciency since the thermal content of the flue gas is
drastically reduced above the reflux chamber due to
quenching by air.

So reducing oxygen injection is possible, but it should
be in a quantity that the unwanted species (CO and
carbon) are still combusted at a higher temperature than
the auto-ignition point and avoiding a emission of CO
into the off-gas sections where the temperature is lower.
In conclusion, the amount of reduced oxygen depends
on the environmental regulations and the amount of
permitted CO emission. A full scaled up off-gas system
modeling, including all sections, is required for a better
analysis.

D. Effect of Wall Thickness

The base model is set up considering fresh refractory
tip thickness similar to the pilot scale (d = 40 mm). As
discussed in Section II–A, the refractory layer thickness
is thinning due to the harsh condition (chemical and
thermal stresses) inside the reflux chamber. From pilot
plant measured data and modeling, the wall condition
inside the reflux chamber determines the temperature
and composition profiles throughout the whole off-gas
system. It also has a direct effect on the off-gas system
heat recovery and upstream equipment performance.

A set of simulations is performed to study the effect of
gradual reduction in refractory layer thickness to see the
response of the system. Along with thickness reduction,
effective thermal and physical properties of the equiv-
alent wall (first layer used in the shell conduction
modeling) are also changed as reported in Table VI for
industrial case. Figure 15 shows the temperature and
composition profile for different refractory tip thickness.

As illustrated, by reducing the wall thickness, a major
increase in heat loss through the wall is predicted
[Figure 15(f)]. The increase in heat loss is more pro-
nounced for d = 25 mm where the tip of anchors
becomes visible and more heat is conducted through the

tips into the cooling pipes. The average flow tempera-
ture [Figure 15(a)] is almost similar for all studied wall
thicknesses but reduces at the outlet for the thinner
walls. However, a noticeable reduction in temperature is
observed for film (flow temperature in vicinity of the
wall) and wall temperature once the wall thickness is
reduced. This is related to the higher thermal conduc-
tivity and heat losses through thinner walls. Since the
wall thickness has a minor effect on the mean flow
temperature (especially in the middle of the flow), no
major difference in CO conversion is predicted. How-
ever, the conversion is slightly higher for thinner walls
which can be related to a lower temperature after the
second bent. As discussed in Section IV–C and illus-
trated in Figure 13, lowering the flow temperature can
increase CO conversion. Nevertheless, it is required to
renew the refractory layer once thermal losses and
emissions from the off-gas system are reaching a defined
critical threshold.

E. Effect of CO at the Inlet

The HIsarna process has a transient nature during
which parameters are changed to maintain a steady
performance and production. For instance, flue gas flow
rate, temperature, carbon flow rate, and gaseous com-
position entering the off-gas system are fluctuating.
From pilot scale measurements, the CO content of flue
gas can vary from 0 to 15 pct at its peak and the same
trend is predicted for industrial scale. According to the
measurements and prediction from CFD model of pilot
scale, since CO content of flue gas acts as a fuel for
combustion, its content can drastically change the
behavior of the flow and therefore the performance of
the off-gas system components. A set of simulation is
performed to investigate the effect of CO content on the
performance reflux chamber and results are reported in
Figure 16. As can be seen, depending on the content of
CO, the trends of the previously discussed results are
drastically changed as CO is the main heat-generating
source.
The amount of CO is increasing in the flue gas before

hitting the oxygen injection area. This increase is more
pronounced for lower inlet CO content. The reason is
lower partial pressure of CO in flue gas which is
favorable for reverse reactions leading to CO production
at high temperature. By increasing inlet CO content, the
partial pressure of CO is increased and forward reac-
tions are proceeded with lower net production of CO.
Also higher CO content is detrimental to carbon
conversion and reduces the CO production from carbon
gasification reactions.
For 0 pct CO content, the flow temperature during

and after oxygen injection is relatively constant and the
wall temperature is continually reduced. Higher CO
content means higher fuel for combustion and therefore
higher flow and wall temperature and also higher heat
losses through the wall is expected.
It is important to mention that 0 pct CO content

inside the off-gas system at the inlet of reflux chamber is
unlikely to happen according to pilot plant measured
data. The only condition that makes this scenario
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possible is presence of oxygen at the inlet flue gas which
is not the case here. Nevertheless, it still worth consid-
ering this possibility to have a better understanding of
the effect of gaseous composition on reflux chamber
performance and flow behavior.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A CFD-assisted scale-up design for reflux chamber of
HIsarna off-gas system is performed for a pilot to
industrial transition. Despite traditional methods, CFD
analysis is a great tool to include even smallest details in
system geometry and calculations.

A validated CFD model is used for hydrodynamic
analysis of the scaled up case to determine the initial
geometry and oxygen injection flow rate and to achieve
full combustion of unwanted species (CO–H2–carbon
mixture).

The effect of oxygen injection, refractory wall thick-
ness, and inlet CO content on temperature and compo-
sition profile and heat loss through the wall are studied
and discussed in detail.

The following conclusions are derived from the
scale-up study:

� The oxygen injection can be further reduced from the
calculated excess oxygen; however, this optimization
should be considered only when the emission regula-
tions are met.

� Low CO conversion is predicated for lower oxygen
injection due to a lower oxygen availability and
mixing and also higher local temperature which is
detrimental to CO combustion. A minor increase in
wall heat loss was predicted for lower oxygen injec-
tion.

� Reducing reflux chamber wall thickness leads to a
substantial increase in heat loss through the wall
which can affect heat recovery performance of design
of heat exchanger integrated in the process. However,
the wall thickness has a minor effect on CO–H2–car-
bon combustion.

� Inlet flue gas CO content has the most considerable
effect on flow behavior and reflux chamber perfor-
mance. Increasing CO content can drastically change
the flow temperature, wall temperature, composition
profile, and heat loss through the wall since CO is a
fuel and the main heat-generating source. Higher inlet
CO content will also increase CO emission from reflux
chamber.

� The proposed geometry is capable of combusting all
unwanted species in a short length of the reflux
chamber for all investigated variation of parameters.
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ABBREVIATIONS

a Absorption coefficient
Cp Specific heat of fluid [J/kg. K]
Cpeff Effective solid specific heat [J/kg. K]
Cps Specific heat of solid [J/kg. K]
C Coefficients are constant
d Tip thickness [m]
D Base thickness [m]
deff Average wall thickness [m]
E Total energy [J/kg]
~F Additional force [N]
~g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
G Production term
HF Heat flux [W/m2]
I Spectral radiation intensity
Jj
!

Diffusion flux of species
keff Effective conductivity of fluid [W/m. K]
ksx , ksy , ksz Directional solid thermal conductivity

[W/m. K]
ks Isentropic solid thermal conductivity [W/

m. K]
k Turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2],
mp Particle mass [kg]
mp

~u�~up
sr

Drag force [N]
m

	
Mass flow rate [kg/s]

manchor Anchor mass fraction
mrefractory Refractory mass fraction
n Spectral index of refraction of the

medium
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p Pressure [Pa]
Q Heat generation per unit volume [w/m3]
~r Position vector [m]
Ri Net rate of chemical reaction
~s Direction vector
Sh Heat of chemical reaction
S Source term
T Temperature [K]
Th Hot surface temperature [K]
Tc Outer surface temperature of cooling

pipes [K]
t Time [s]
~up Fluid phase velocity [m/s]
~up Particle velocity [m/s]
u0 Fluctuating velocity [m/s]
u Mean velocity [m/s]
Y Destruction terms

GREEK LETTERS

r Stefan–Boltzmann constant
rs Scattering coefficient
X0 Solid angle
C Effective diffusivities [kg/m-s]
e Dissipation frequency [1/s]
lt Turbulent viscosity [m2/s]
l Molecular viscosity [kg/m-s]
q Density of fluid [kg/m3]
qeff Effective density of solid [kg/m3]
qs Density of solid [kg/m3]
qp Density of the particle [kg/m3]
sr Particle relaxation time
rk Turbulent Prandtl number for kinetic energy = 1
re Turbulent Prandtl number for energy

dissipation = 1.2
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